Happy Valentine’s Day S-SARA members and guests!

**NC-SARA Updates**

The [DATA tab](#) on NC-SARA’s website was updated to include information on the 2020 data reporting window, the data sharing agreement, and the sample placement reporting matrix. The [2020 Data Reporting Handbook](#) is expected to be ready in a few more weeks; at which time NC-SARA staff will send an announcement to all contacts via their blog. You are encouraged to share this information, as well as the new handbook, with your contacts and institutional representatives. In the meantime, here are important dates and information for you and your institutions:

**2020 Data Reporting Window:**
2020 time frame to report 2019 enrollments and placements is **May 15, 2020 through June 15, 2020**

**2020 Data Resources:**
- **2020 Data Reporting Handbook** - Coming Soon
- **2020 Sample Placement Reporting Matrix** - An aid in reporting Out-of-State Learning Placements
- **2020 Data Sharing Agreement** - An agreement between NC-SARA and institutions participating in SARA

If you missed the Financial Responsibility Compliance and Planning webinar last week, or you simply want to revisit the content, here is the link to the recording:

[https://zoom.us/rec/share/u-ZoI5Hz-n1LAY2OxG78foAhFKD1X6a8oyZKrVZmknQ-3u1Cy6WJ5pJ6-NFruG9](https://zoom.us/rec/share/u-ZoI5Hz-n1LAY2OxG78foAhFKD1X6a8oyZKrVZmknQ-3u1Cy6WJ5pJ6-NFruG9)

The recording link and presentation slides are also available on the secured portion of the NC-SARA website for State Portals and Regional Compacts.

**WCET Updates**

To help familiarize ourselves with the federal regulations that take effect July 1, 2020, and/or if you are considering the option of early implementation, WCET is hosting its 2020 Policy Summit in partnership with University of Maryland Global Campus on April 15-16, 2020. The goal of the summit is to connect attendees with people who can inform, guide, and answer questions about how education policies, rules, and regulations, may impact their institutions. SAN members and non-members are invited to attend, space permitting. For more information and registration, click the image below:
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